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FIRSTLY

THANK YOU

FROM THE CEO

“I would personally like to thank all of our amazing Clients, Staff, Contractors & Suppliers for
your continued support over the past 30 years.”
In the past 30 years BAMS has delivered a range of projects including 24-hour minor
maintenance services, restoration of buildings, design and delivery of bespoke national
chain rollouts & office fitouts worldwide at an Australian guaranteed quality.
Over the years, I have seen trends continuously change with many different ideas proving
to be quite valuable and standing the test of time. I’m now focused on trying to put these
observations to use and share my experiences with upcoming projects, from staying in
touch with the latest technology and materials in our joinery and cabinet making division
extending to how we approach the project management of our sites, staying mindful of our
environment and achieving the best possible for all our clients.
I would like to personally thank all of our suppliers, contractors and staff who have
supported BAMS over the years throughout our projects and ventures. Your hard work and
precision is what helps drive the company to new levels. To our clients, I would like to thank
you for all your business especially to our returning clients and brands over the 30 years.
Your trust and support have been the contributor to our success and development to be
where we are today. Here is to many more ventures and trends, I look forward to working
with you all in the years to come.

Brian Zammitt
Managing Director

“Quality Guaranteed!”
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BAMS

MISSION STATEMENT
‘To build a better future through
development, innovation and
sustainability’
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ABOUT US

OUR STORY
BAMS originated from Building & Maintenance Services Pty Ltd over
30 years ago by CEO, Brian Zammitt. We are a proudly Australian
and privately owned business, licensed and operating in all states of
Australia and New Zealand. In its early stages, BAMS would respond
to natural disasters (floods & fires), crime scene response maintenance
and cleaning, and general building works and repairs.
We then focused our services on shop and office fitouts, rolling out
hundreds of nail salons, hospitality fitouts, store fitouts and office
fitouts nationally and internationally. As our fitout team expanded
so to did our cabinet making and joinery division, allowing us to
support tier two builders and larger end clients with their custom
manufacturing and joinery requirements.
At BAMS, we adopt the belief that we are not ‘know it alls’ we are
‘learn it alls’, continuously looking to grow and better our current
position. We pride ourselves in providing award-winning services in
the following divisions: Manufacturing, Construction, Electrical and
Hygiene Management.
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ABOUT US

BAMS DIVISIONS
We work with our clients to create concepts and designs that are aesthetically
pleasing, practical and cost effective. Our strength lies in our ability to understand
our client’s needs and converting their vision into delivering the best possible
solutions. We recognise the importance of maintaining your brand, which is why
we guarantee consistency across all your fitout and construction projects. With
more than 30 years’ experience in the building and construction industry, we meet
your requirements in a timely and cost-effective manner.

BAMS

COMMERCIAL FITOUTS

Manufacturing and production operate from our Narellan factory in New South
Wales. The latest technology and state of the art machinery provides us with the
capacity to produce custom joinery to large scale production whilst achieving the
highest quality. Within our manufacturing division we have an inhouse technical
design team, CNC machines, spray booth and hot works station.

We have a team of licenced electricians focused on electrical works in the retail,
commercial and industrial space. Our team can respond to any job throughout
Australia, offering a prompt, quality guaranteed service. We further pride ourselves
on having a team of reliable, presentable, and experienced electricians to service
our client’s requirements from new install to refits of electrical, data and CCTV.

BAMS
HYGIENE MANAGEMENT
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We have a team of professional Hygiene Specialists with strike teams of Hygiene
Technicians ready to deploy and service the needs of the community protecting
against the COVID – 19 outbreaks as well as general contract cleans, and builders
cleans. BAMS offers 3 tiers of services Green Clean, Amber Preventative, Red
Terminal Decontamination. We strongly believe that “Prevention is better than
cure” and therefore pioneered new standards for hygiene for areas of public and
business to safeguard against loss of staff and productivity.
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COMPANY VALUES

OUR VALUES
EXPERT

CUSTOMER FOCUSED

We ensure we have upskilled staff within our
organisation by providing extensive ongoing
training throughout their career. This enables us
to be experts in safety and the field to provide
impactful solutions to our clients.

We are customer focused throughout the
entire job process from initial job registration
to completion. We ensure that you are kept
updated every step of the way with regular and
relevant communication.

TEAMWORK

QUALITY

Each employee has defined duties and
responsibilities which they must remain
accountable for. If we are all doing our piece
and providing a seamless handover to the next,
we will deliver a more professional and quality
service.

At BAMS, we pride ourselves in providing quality
services and products to our customers. We use
local suppliers within our divisions providing
products and services producing a better output
with a quality guarantee.

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
We aim to provide ongoing training and
upskilling of current staff to take on the next
chapter in their professional career.
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ASSOCIATIONS &
AFFILIATIONS

Over the past 30 years, BAMS have formed strong
affiliations with associations within the Building &
Construction industry and are current members of
well recognised professional bodies.
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ASSOCIATIONS & AFFILIATIONS
CM3
CM3 addresses the need for both contractors; and the organisations they conduct
work for to demonstrate contractor health and safety management capabilities, along
with providing assistance for organisations to better manage their contractors around
health and safety requirements.

MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
The Master Builders Association encourages and promotes a high standard of
workmanship and integrity in the building industry. Master Builders members are fair,
reasonable and honest in their dealings with the community.

HIA
HIA is a national industry association for all building professionals, representing the
interests of the whole housing industry from trade contractors, builders and suppliers
to product manufacturers. HIA members adhere to the highest levels of professionalism
on building sites across Australia.

LICENSED BUILDING PRACTITIONER
LBPs are designers, carpenters, brick and blocklayers, roofers, external plasterers, site
and foundations specialists who have been assessed to be competent to carry out work
essential to a residential building’s structure or weathertightness.

BSCAA
Building Service Contractors Association of Australia (BSCAA) members include
contractors for cleaning, security, facilities management and grounds maintenance.
The BSCAA provides leadership for members and the provision of a range of relevant
and quality services.

AHA NSW
Australian Hotels Association NSW (AHA NSW) provides expert advice, development
and professional expertise to members in the hospitality sector offering a range of
services to members including networking, liquor and policing, legal and industrial
relations, media, public relations and marketing and events.

BAMS CELEBRATING 30 YEARS
BAMS is celebrating over 30 years operating in the service industry, constructing and
fitting out retail outlets, hospitality, tourism and education outlets. With an expanding
team, and the ability to continuously take on of larger projects, BAMS are still growing
with a big future ahead.
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OUR SERVICES

BAMS SERVICES
DESIGN
BAMS has an inhouse design team offering
a full design service complementing our
fitout division. Over the years we have had
experience rebranding national rollouts
within the hospitality and retail space.
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Our team of professional designers are
committed to understanding our clients’
requirements and presenting feasible and
practical solutions to maximise their business
space.

INHOUSE JOINERY
MANUFACTURING
•
•
•

Custom made bespoke joinery
Specialise in Commercial & Residential
joinery design and manufacturing
Proudly using local suppliers

All manufacturing and production operates
from our Sydney based factory with the
latest technology and state of the art
machinery. We have the capacity to produce
in large volumes with a quick turnaround
and to the highest quality.
Our team is highly skilled and professional ensuring all projects are executed to a high level of
detail, going above and beyond the client’s expectations. In the past we have worked on major
projects for universities, hospitals, nursing homes, schools and sporting lounges, retail stores and
corporate offices.
We pride ourselves in manufacturing timeless joinery units that are both functional and stylish.
We offer detailed and customised joinery to suit any clients’ requirements and provide a seamless
handover to the client with limited to no defects. Different to others, we have an inhouse
production team of experienced drafters, estimators and production managers, an internal
joinery manufacturing team equipped with the latest tools, machines and materials.
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FITOUTS & REFURBISHMENTS
•
•
•

Licensed builders throughout all states of Australia & New Zealand
Over 30 years’ experience in shop & office fitouts nationally and internationally
Providing services from design concept to completion

BAMS specialise in providing clients with an integrated ‘one stop shop’ solution. We manage
the entire fitout process, from concept to completion, simplifying all building and fitout needs.
With in-house design and manufacturing capabilities, BAMS clients avoid the frustrating and
time-consuming process of coordinating a range of suppliers and manufacturers. Using stateof-the-art technology, BAMS can produce high-quality custom-built joinery, cost-effective
fitouts and complete construction solutions. This means that throughout the entire project
you only need to deal with one company, allowing you more time to focus on your business.

PROGRAMMED MAINTENANCE
BAMS offers programmed maintenance to all national corporate clients. Our dedicated team
provide 24-hour maintenance support to ensure a quick turnaround on all maintenance
projects.
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OUR SERVICES

5. ELECTRICAL & DATA
•
•
•

Data & communications
Electrical installations
Programmed maintenance

BAMS has a team of licensed electricians
installing and servicing electrical works
in residential, commercial and industrial
spaces. Our team are able to respond to any
job throughout all states of Australia for our
corporate client. We also work with a range
of data and security hardware across multiple
sectors to secure your home or business.
BAMS is able to pre-wire or install complete
systems from home automation through to
phone, data and security solutions for your
workplace. We have extensive experience
installing and commissioning high quality
cameras and detection devices, internal and
external to your premises.

6. HYGIENE MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

Accredited by the University of Wollongong College in COVID-19 Infection Control
Specialising in COVID-19 deep cleans, preventative sanitisation and contract cleaning
Using GECA approved chemicals that are food friendly, eco-friendly, pet friendly and
non-corrosive

BAMS Hygiene Management have trained hygienists ready to deploy Rapid Response
Strike Teams assisting with any urgent needs of the community. Contract hygiene solutions
are also available for onsite servicing of Corporate, Government and Industry businesses.
We are continuously researching the latest policies and best practices to adapt with
changing conditions creating new benchmarks and standards in hygiene.
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OUR SERVICES

HYGIENE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
We offer three tiers of services:

RED TERMINAL
DECONTAMINATION

AMBER
PREVENTATIVE
SANITISATION

GREEN CLEAN

•
•
•
•
•

Hazmat Rapid Response Team
Full decontamination- chemical spraying,
sanitisation and fogging
Hazardous waste removal
Independent laboratory testing (optional)

•
•

Hospital grade disinfectant and chemicals
which leave a microfilm on surfaces proven to
kill COVID19 up to 30 days post sanitisation
Increased frequency touchpoints sanitisation
Fogging with powerful disinfectant

•
•
•

Contract Hygiene Management
One off sanitisation and general cleaning
Builders’ cleans
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OUR CLIENTS

PROUDLY SUPPORTING
Over the past 30 years, BAMS have formed new relationships with key clients whilst maintaining a
strong relationship with existing. We have worked both nationally and internationally for clients within
a range of areas including hospitality, retail, corporate, commercial and residential.
We are proud to be supporting tier two and tier three builders with joinery works and builders cleans
on an ongoing basis across multiple projects.
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ABN 85 060 462 133
TEL: +61 2 9826 0666
WWW.BAMS.COM.AU
EMAIL: OFFICE@BAMS.COM.AU
PO BOX1 698 LIVERPOOL NSW AUSTRALIA
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